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(1) purpose of investigation
Due to the very large and increasing demand
for the lighter fractions obtained in the distillation
of petroleum it is essential,from the point of view of
the refiner,that all of the light components which are
salable as gasoline be removed from the higher fractions,
insofar as this is economically feasible.
It is well known that these light components
can be practically completely separated by the use of
a rectifying column but,unfortunately,the heat require-
ments for complete separation are so large that it is
not economically advisable to carry the rectification
to this point. The question the refiner must solve is
hoW'far he can carry the se:oaration before its cost
becomes greater .t\jhanthe value of the prodnc'(jwhich he
obtains.
In Order to determine the oDtimum conditions i
for the operation of a rectifying still it is neaossary'
to lcnow the relationship between the heat requirements
and the separation obtainable. This relationship has
been quite accurately determined for certain binary
mixtures but practically no data are available for
petroleum mixtures.
Therefore,the primary object of this
e:z::perimentalinvestigation is to study the heat
requirements for distillation,insofar as they influence'
the degreOs of separation of the light components from
the heavy components.
(2) Theory of reotifioation
The se~aration of liquid mixtures by
distillation is based on the faot that when they are I
heatedtthe vapor given off is rioher in the more VOlatilr
oomponent than is the liquid from whioh it oomes. The
ideal distillation prooesstat oonstant prescuretoonsiets
of allowing vapor and liquid to oome into intimate
oontaot in a oolumn. The va~or rising from the still
passes upward and meets the decending liquid and,in the
ideal columntcomes into equilibrium with it.Due to
differenoes in relative volatility the asoending vapor
beoomes richer in the more volatile constituent whereas
the decending liquid becomes poorer in this constituent.
I
A oonoentration gradient is thereby set up in the oolumn
and if the column is suffiomently high the vapor leaving
the top will oonsist of only the more volatile component.
The liquid flowing down thru the tower is oalled refl~.
It is formed by condensing part of the vapor. The larger,
the amount of reflux returned to the still,per unit of
•producttthe greater will be the ooncentration gradient
thru the column and hence the better will be the degree
of separation.
In any actual oolumn it is impossible to
bring the vapor and liquid into oomplete equilibrium
due to imperfect contacting. The extent to whioh a true
equilibrium may be approached depends largely upon the
material with which the column is packed.
the reflux is a maximum thruout the column.
Furthermore_partial condensation serves to
Reflux may be obtained either by partial
amolUlt of heat used in producing reflax,will occur when
This is undesirable since' maximux separation,for a given
conaensation of the vapors at the tmp of the column or
by allowing the column to be cooled by radiation. If the
I
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I
I
I
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latter method is employed it is easily seem that there wili
Ibe more reflux at the bottom of the column than at the top~.
I
I
I
I
I
I
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increase the degree of separation,due to the tendency for I
the less VOlatile material to be condensed in preference
to the more volatile.
The laws governing the separation of simple I
.1
mixtures have been worked out matha~atically and are qUit~
t
well understood. However_in the case of complicated /
mixtures suoh as petroleum it is obvious that a rigid I
mathamatical treatment would become hopelessly involved. I
!
For a qualitative examinatimn of this problem it is possi~le
. I
to consider the complicated mixture as if it were a two i
component system. I
equivalent to reflux.
of theoretioal plates.
In the distillation of such a mixture ,in a
continuous still,there are five variablest
(2) point of introduction of feed.
(3) Heat supplied to still and temperature of
I
I
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I
feed,--+
I
I
(4) Relative volatility of distillate and bottoms. I
(5) completeness of separation of distillate and bottoms.
I
1
I
(1) Height of column and type of paoking,or number
investigation.
In order to investigate the ralationship
between these variables it is of course necessary to
This leaves only the completeness of separation and the
!
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maintain all but two of them constant. The first two; I
I
namely,the height of column and the point of introductionl
of the feed are.for a given apparatus,fixed. The relative I
volatility of distillate and bottoms will be constant I
providing that the ratio of distillate to bottoms is I
constant,and that the composition of the feed is constant~
I
heat required for the separation as variables. As I
previously stated,this is the relationship desired in this
I
I
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It appears that in some refineries the first
(3); state of the art of rectification in ihe petroleum
industry.
In many industries in which distillation is
an important plant p.roceedureJ oolumn apparatus .has been
developed almost to the exclusion of other types of
equipment for separation of liquid mixtures. curiously,
the petroleum industry has,until quite recently,taken
but slight advantage of the many desirable points of
column distillation. It has developed and used dephleg-
mating equipment almost exclusively_
Dephlegmating app~ratus produces separation
by fractional condensation. This condensation must be
distinguished from the partial condensation used to
produce ~flux in the rectifying column. The prima~y
purpose of th9 reflux condenser is to return 8 definite
amoun-t of liquid to the column in order that sepafation
may take place in the column. But fraotionating oondense~s
are intended to produce a vapor richer in the more j
volatile component thah the vapor entering the apparatus
I
principles of the operatio~ of a rectifying column are
not understood. This is shown by the fact that expensive
.columns are known to have been erected,carefully lagged
to prevent heat loss by radiation,an d then operated
without reflux. This method would of course give maximum
an'ount of distillate per unit of heat
is equivalent only to that obtainable
but the separationl
with a simple stili.
I
I
in the art ,but so little is known aD out their correct
However,during the past few years the number
of rectifying columns used in oil refineries has I
increased rapidly. Compared \'lith 1he previous methods I
of separation they have constituted a tremendous advance
I
operation that it is doub-tful ihat many of them are
being operated in the most economical manne:r.
I
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(4) previous investigation.
The available data re8arding the
of hydrocarbon mixtures by rectification are
I
I
I
separation
!
!
\
extremely meager. The v;ork which h~s been done Y/as
chiefly fo r ~he purpose of developing an a.nalytical
method for the determination of the true boiling
point curve. In practically all of this work a
batch still was Llsed rather than a continuol1s still
such as wollld be most advantageo usl~T nsed in
refinery practice.
Hovlsver ,Reeder end Gordon (11. I. T. Thesis
and will be discussed later.
. ratio is defined as the ratio of the amount of
large reflux ratio is maintained and that the
using 11 so conytrgasoline fe d di rectly to the still.
rectifying column is of sufficient height~-Ref1ux
distillation tempero.ture of the v,~;,rious fractions
liqUid condensed and allmwed to flow back into the
the Dure components providing that a sufficiently
vr.i.ll vE:ry closely a:Dproximate the bo i1ing 110 int of
1922)made two runs on a continLl0nStplaJ(jG type ,still I
I
I
I
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Their data for these two runs have been recalcnlatea!
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vr.T.Davis (I.T.l.T.Research I1ab.of Applied i
I
coo mist ry 1923) has ]Ie rfe ct ed a rnethod 0f deJliermining.
!
the true boiling point curve of hydrocarbon mixturesJ
I
This method is based on the principle that the i
I
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column, to the amount of liquid condensed as product. I
!
I
I
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Davis found that in order to, :>btain satisfac&o~y
!
separation of normal gasoline blends with a column
distilled.
He also found that the boiling point difference
gasmline blend containing oonsiderable benzol it
the reflux necessary for the separation. For a
packed with 28" of carbon nipples of cylindrical
shape, 7/32" outside diamete r>by 7/32" long and I
with a 1/16" concentric hole, it. was neceffiary to I
maintain a reflux ratio of 12:1. With a shorter I
column it would be necessary to increase this ratio. I
I
I
I
I
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j
Iduring the period at which this component was being I
,
I
I
I
i
VIas necewary to increase the ra..lliioto abont 20:1
between the fractions being separa"tedinfluenced
IIIcFarlandan,a.l1cGrath (I','I.I.T.Thesis1924)
began the investigation considered in this thesis.
Lack of time prevented them from obtaining any
quantitative results.
I
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SUM: MAR Y........ ~ ..... _--
of the size of the cut.
also studied. The degree of separation in this case is
distillation of a hydrocarbon mixture without reflux was
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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IThe effect of reflux on the degree of separation I
of hydrocarbon mixtures when they are subjected to bCOene-nl'
tinuous distillation in a fractionating column has
studied for the case where there is no rectification abov
Ithe feed plate. The relationship between reflux and sepa- I
ration was found to be hyperbolic in nature, with a ltmitJ
. I
ing value for the separation obtainable in'the given COluJn.
(
The degree of separation obtained in the continuou~
I
I
Isurprisingly small. I
The degree of separation was found to be a functionl
I
I
\
III EXI'ERI1.1ENTAL WORK
(1) Eroposed method of attack.
In order to investigate the relation-
ship between degree of separation and the heat
requirements for the separation of petroleum
mixtures in a oontinuous rectifying _column it was
proposed that a column be operated'with ordinary
"soconyn gasoline as feed. In general,the relation-
ships for this mixture should be similar m those
of other mixtures of hydrocarbons •
.Thetlbottomsn ~from the still were to be
analysed by determining their t~ue boiling point
curves. From a comparison of these curves with
of the feed the amount of nlighta"left in the
"bottoms" ,i.e. the degree of separation,could be
determined.
The reflux was to be obtained by~
partial oondensation of the vapor in the still-head I
by means of oil passing thru a cooling coil. The I ~
oil oiroula.ting apparatus was to be so.oonstruoted
that the volume. of oil passing thru the system per
unit of ~ime,as well as its temperature rise in
pass ing thru the coil co u1d be determined. prom
this data the heat required for the productimn of
the reflux was to be calou1ated.
The degree of separation obtainable
zero reflux ,i.e.by straight distillation,was to
I
witTh
I
bel
I
determined in a simple continuous still without
a column.
I
I
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(2) Description of apparatus.
(a) The continuous stiIl.using reflux.
The continuous still used in this
inves~igation' was designed and built by McFarland
and MCGrath(M.I.T.Thesis 1924)and is described
in great detail by them. A diagram of the a~paratus
will be foun~ in this report.
still
The still itself consisted of a section
of eight inch standard iron pipe.approximately one
foot in length,onto each end' o~ which caps had been
screwed and welded to prevent leakage. Into the side
of the lower cap a half inch standard iron pipe was
scwewed and welded. This pipe was for the purpose of
drawing off the bottoms from the still and had a
slight upward slope in order that the stiililwould
not be completely drained by it. The end of this
overflow pipe was connected to a twenty inch,water-
jacketed condenser •.A the rmometer well extended
from the top to near the batt am of ghe still.
Column
A four foot section of standard two-inch
iron pipe was connected to the top cap of the still
by means of a union,a six inch piece of similar
two inch pipe ,and a 3nx2" standard bushing. A wire
screen was forced into the column slightly above the
Mion for the purpose of sup-.vortingthe c"olumn
packing which was placed in the four £00 t section of";
pipe.
column packing
The column was packed for a distance of
three feet with sactions of 6-8mm glaas tubing,the
length of which were BIll roximately equal to the
diameter.
partialBcondenser
The column head consisted of a two inch
standard lateral in Which a condensing coil was
comected thru compression joints to three-eights
inch pipe in which were thermometer wen s to enable
- ,
the operator to determine the rise in temperature
of the oil circulated thru the condenser.
Oil circulating system
This system oonsisted simply of a
olosed cirouit. The oil was pumped from the bottom
of a pail,thru a half-inch pipe ,to the partial
condenser by means of a small rotary pump and was
then returned to the pail. A by-pass was construct-
)
ed around the pump in order that the oil rate
thru the condenser might be controlled. As it was
sometimes necessary to heat the cooling oil a
circular gas burner was placed under the pail.
Head temperature
The temperature at the top of the column
was determined by introducing a thermometer into
the column head thru a compress ion bushing. TO
prevent radiation to the cooling coils this
thermometer was shielded by a small lead cone as
recommended by W.T.Davis.
Total condenser
The top of the column head was connected to
a thirty inch,water-jaoketed conoonser to condense
.the product from the column.
Feed reservoir
The feed reservo ir was a five gall.0n
galvanized oil can with a sight glass on its side.
TO its bottom was soldered a short piece of copper
constant head device
tubing whioh was connected to an eighth-inch needle I
valve. This reservoir fed into the constant head tank.
\
IThe constan~ head device vms constructed froml
a three inch iron pipe one foot high, with a sight I
.!
glass on the sidi. A swivel joint w8.s\-placedat the
bottom and connected to an overflow pipe in such a
maintained at any desired point by raising or
lowering the overflow pipe. In order to maintain a
to the still an orifice wasoonstant rate of feed
manner that the hight of liqUid in the tank could be i
I
I
made by drilling a hole O.04l"in diameter in a piece!
I
t
I
to the side of the larger pipe.
I
I
!
I
I
of galvanized iron. This was soldered onto the top !
of a half inch pipe and the pipe was screwed into the I
bottom o.f the constant head tank. I
still .and column insulation I
The still was sun-otl!ldedwith brickwork to I
prevent coaling by air currents. The column was insuI-1
ated from heat loss by means of a flue gas jacket II
consisting of a piece of six inch galvanized iron pipe~
IThis pipe was open at the bottom and so situated that I
the hot flue gas from the burner under the still I
passed thru it. When this source of heat was in- I
sufficient burner gas from a Btl!lsenburner was admitte~
I
thru a short piece of 2" stove pipe which was riveted I
I
Receivers
The distillate coming from the total
oondenser was caught and measured in two 500c burets
so arranged that they could be filled alternately.
The bottoms were allom d to overflow dnto
a graduate.
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Description of apparatus
(b) The continuous still uSing.~ reflux
This still ~onsisted of a two 'liter pyrex
short necked round bottomed flask. The upper half of
the flasktincluding the neck,was covered with half an
inch of -magnesia and the entire flask vias surrounded
with insulating boards in such a manner that the hot
flue gas from the burner jacketed the flask and
maintained it at a temperature slightly higher. than
that of tlE liquid in the flask.
The fee d ViaS introduced into a separatory
fu.ri.nel,froma graduate •and allowed to flow into the
the flask thru a glass tube reaching nearly to the
surface of t he liquid in the flas k.
The bott:.ornswere drawn oft continuously,
at a constant rate ,by means of a siphon extending
from the bottom of the flask. AS shown in the
accompanying diagram the bottoms were cooled in a
condenser before they were drawn from the apparatus.
The vapor leaving the .still was led into a j
30" condenser and the resultant distillate vias I
measured in a graduate. I
A thermometer was inserted at tbe top of thel
flask. This th ermometer was not shieldeel and it is I
v~J;y..::probablethat the temperatures react from it are II
somewhat erroneous due m radiation from the flame of
Ithe gas burner beneath the flask,and from the insuaat~
I
I
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-ing boards which wefe at a temperature higher than
that of the still.
(c) The analytical still
it with a flue gas jacketing chimney.
1.5 gallon still,40"still head with 28 inches of
copper tubing in the form of a c oil. A 100 tal cone
carbon nipple packing,a partial condehser to secure
that recommended by W.T.Davis • .a diagram af the
proper amount of reflux,and a final condenser. The
to shield it from radiation to the cooling coil.
partial cond.enser consista:1 'of about four fee t of-i-"
j
I
I
The still u.sed for the defer mination of the I
true boiling point curves w as constructed by Mackey I
(M.I.T.Thesis 1924)and was very similar in design to I
I
I
apparatus is shown in this repe rt. I
This apparatu.s oonsisted ess.entially of a I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
i
was fixed below the thermometer vnich gave the I
temperature of the \B..por go ing to th e final condenser~
I
Radiation from the colmnn was prevented by surroundinh
!
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(3) prooedure
continuous still, using refl~~
Before a run was started the feed
reservoir was filled with gasoline. This oould be
done either by pourOing the gasoline di rectly inyo
the tank thru a funnel oroby means of compressed air
age that it oontains an element of danger. Glass
bottles will withstand only small pressures,and if
disoretion as serious accidents have resulted from
its use.
to flow into the constant head devioe. Any desired
level of liquid was maintained in the head box by
raising ~r lowering the overflow pipe. The valve
mentdoned above Vias so adjustedo~that the overflow
from the head box amounted to a steady drip. As
,
the liquor level in the feed reservoir deoreased it
the head box and_then entered the column. After a
was necess.ary to open_ the va~ve somewhat more.
desired_refl~ was greater than that furnished by
small amount had reaohed the still the gas burner
order that the still and oolmnn might be brought up
beneath the still was lighted and fully turned on' in
at the top of the oolumn had reaohed approximately
to heat as soo~ as po.ssible. When the temperatnre
150 F. the oil ciroulating pump was started if the
i
I
I.The gasoline flowed thru the orifice beneatl1 -'
I
I
I
I
I
I-
the oold feed. If a large reflux was desired the oil I'
was not heated,but in order to obtain a somewhat
I
I
smaller reflux it was neoessary to heat the oil. The I
amount of heating was controlled by adjusting the gas'
burner beneath the oil:-reservoir.
It was very difrioult to bring the still tal
I
oonstant operating conditiqns. This was_particularilY!
-- I
true if it was desired to operate at predetermined I
condit~ons. In general it was. found that the best I
method was to adjust the burner beneath the still I
and allow it to remain unchanged. The oil rate was
then adjusted in such a manner that the product of
its rate by the temperature difference at the inlet
and outlet of the cooling coil was constant. The
temperature at the tOl> of the column would then
either rise or fall until it would eventually become
constant. The distillate rate would then be constant
also.
After the column had been operating
uniformly for approximately an hour a run was
amount of heat under the still resulting from a
unchanged,it was usuallydue to a change in the
I
I
I
I
I
I
Istarted. During the run the distillation rate was I
watched continually. If it very s.uddenly decreased
the cause was usually plugging of the orifice in
the feeding device. In such a case the pipe
containing the orifice was struck a sharp blow I
with a hammer. This usually ~emoved the obstruction I
~d allowed the rate to almost immediately return tOI
normal. If the distillation fate showed a tendency !
to either decrease or increase,the reflux remaining.1
I
I
I
I
I
fluctuation of gas pressure. In this case a very
slight adjustment of the burner was made.
In case it was desired to operate under
predetermined conditions it was neoessary to adjust
the heat under the still and the temperature and
with the apparatus used in this investigation.
rate
were
!of the cooling oil until the desired con~itionsi
obtained. It was almost impossible to do.this I
i
I
i
In order to prevent radiation and
.consequent condensation in the column it was
necessary to maintain the jacket surrounding the
column at very nearly the same temperature as the
column itself. This was accomplished quite easily
by adjusting the amount of hot fiue gas entering
purpose.
Bunsen burner in the sidearm provided for that
was insuffioient it was augmented by inserting a!,
I
I
I
the batt am of thejaokei; from the space surrounding I
Ithe still. In oase theheat supply from this source I
I
I
I
The distillate was caught and measured in I
two burettes oonnected by a y in such a manner I
that one could be emptied while the other was bei~g
filled.With the use of a watch the distillation
rate could be determined qUite aoourately. These
rates were very valuable as an indication of the
uniformity of operation. The total, volume and the
temperature of the distillate collected during a
run was recorded. Its specific graVity was
measured at 60 F.with a hydrometer.
The bottoms were allowed to overflow from
the still thru the overflow pipe provided for that
purpose. ordinarily this worked quite smoothly
but on a few occasions pressure fluctuations in the
still caused it to operate very erratically. The
exact cause of these fluctuations was not discovere~.
When they oocured the bottoms were forced from the
still. at.a very rapid rate and the continuity of
the still operation was disrupted. During the run
ocoasional rates of flow were taken on the bottoms
to see that it was at least reasonably constant.
There were minor fluctuations but over a period of
!
i
I
I
Ia few minutes t'he ~a.te was ordinarily qUite oonstanl'~
MoFarland,and MOGrath in operating this
Istill determined the r!J,teof fee'd when the still i
, Iwas oOI.d and assumed .that this rate would be the \
. I
same when the. still was in OJ? eration. They measured I
the distill~te oolleoted eaSh minutetsuptraoted it I
from the volume of feed fO~ t,he same length of t'imeJ
and then drew 6ff-:the diff'eranoe as bott-oms. This
method of determining the rate 6f feed was ohecked
up and found to be erroneotts due to the fact that
the pressure in the oolumn is not the same during
the run as when the still is not in operation.
The total volume. and the temperature of the
bottoms from a run were measured and recorded. The
s:pecific gravity at 60 F. was determined with a
~ydrometer. The length of a run was determined by
the bottoms rate since it was necessary to have at
least tv/o Iitars of bott,'omsfor the de.termination of
the true boiling point ourve. I
At intervals of five minutes during a run I
the column temperature; the temperature of the I
inlet and outlet oil; and the oil rate twere recorde~.
The oil rate was determined by measuring ,
in a graduate,the oil returned from the cooling cOill
during a :period of one minute. Some difficulty was
enoountered in maintaining this ra.te constant')on
accoun.t of the fact that the l)um:pwas belJG driven.
Considerable technique which can be
especially Ylhen a high oil rD.'bewas 1)8 ing used.
Oil on yhe belt caused it to slip a great deal,
\
I
I
I
I
I
I,obtained only by actual operation of the still
must be acquired before the column can be operated I
altogether successfully_
certain structural changes should be made
before this apparatus is used for further work.
These are disoussed under tfRecommendationsn•
(3) Froc.edl1.re
continuous' still, tising no reflux.'
still and the burner Ullderthe still was lighted. b..
i
I
The' op~ration of th i'8still was quite simple-I
IBefore ,a run 'was started the size of the Ctltto be mad.e
was deoiAed. About 400cc of feed was then run into thel
I
\
I
I
d~finiteamoUn~ of feed was then measured in a graduat~
and added to the s0Daratory funnel each minute>the
stopcook on the funnel being so adjusted that a I
minute was required to empty it.This gave a practicall~
\iniform rate .of'faed. Thebott oms were d.r~wn off thru I
the siphon at a xaye suffioient to maintain a cons.tant I
I
level in the flask. The heat under the still \vas
carefully adjusted until the rate of distillation
cOlTes:Pondi~g to the de~ired cut was obtained.After
oonstant conditions had been established. for approx-
the flask;and the density of feed,distillate,and
imately half an hour the run was started. During the
total feed;totsl distillate;temperature at the top of
very slight adjustment of the burner. The total time;
I
Irun the rate of distillation was watched continually
and any tendency toward a ohange Vias oompensated by a I.
I
I
1
bo~oms at 60 F.were recorded.
The length of a rWl was determined by the
time required to collect somewhat more than two liters
of bottoms.
This still was a very unwieldly thing to
straight up until the cooling coil had been
charge. The top of the jacket had first to be
disconnected from the stillhead. Thestillhead,
I
I
!
I
I
to break the thermornetet
\
I
I
I
!
I
I
;
removed,using great care not
which protruded thru it. The condenser was then
containing the partial condenser, yiCts .then lifted
removed from the. column. The col~1n could then be
removed from the jacke.t by lifting it until it was
(3) pro oe.dure
The analytical still
disconnected from the mercury seal at the top of the
still, and then talcing it out thru the door in the
jacket. When this had been done the jacket was
lifted high enough to clear the mercury seal at the
top of the still,and the still was lifted from its
position under the jacket. The mercury was removed
from the seal and the still was turned up side daVin ,J
to remove any residue from it. since all of the
liquid remaining in the still could not be removed
by this method it was necessary to insert a glass
tube into the still and draw out the remaining
residue.
A two liter charge of the gasoline,or
bottoms,which it was desired to analyze was
measured in a liter graduate and poured into the
still.The reverse of the operations described in the
preVious paragraph was then carried out to restore
I
I
I
I
!.
i
up to heat.The jacket tem~rature was then adjusted
the ~pparatus to operating conditions. The
beneath the s.till was then lighte'd and'the
j
I
!
!
gas burnerl
Istill bJ:'oug~t
I
rate was maintained at from loc to 3.'50c per
When the column was operating a ref~~ ratio of
the oolumn to ,prime. ,In general,tha distillation
to approximately the temperature at which the first
fraction was expected to come over. The oil
circulating pump was started and so adjusted that
I
I
15:1 to 25:1 was maintained.As the column temDeratur~
. '. - 1
increased.'.itwas neeesBary to heat the oil to I
pr~vent total condensation by the reflux condenser. I
The heat under the still was oarefully adjusted until
I
it was as high as could be maintained without cauSine
i
i
I
I
minute.
The volume of distillate was measured in a .
5000 graduate. Readings of total distillate'Joverj
temperature at the top of the oolumn;jaoket temp-
eratureitemperature of the inlet and outlet oil;
and the oil rate,eA~ressed as seoonds per 200cc,
v~re taken at frequent intervals: and as nearly
simultaneously as poeaible.
The distillation of the bo~oms was
oontinued until the column temperature reaohed a
point somewhat higher than the tempera-ture on the
true distilla~ion curve of the feed oorresponding
with the same percent cut as that taken off in the
age temperature, and in this case is 1.05# Imin.
in five minutes, with a column temperature of 200 F. is •
11.7 divided by 0.46 or 25.4.
obtained from tiThePhysical Properties of the Paraffin
continuous still.
The reflux ratio was obtained from charts drawYn
by Welling, (M.I.T.Research Lab. of Appd. Chern.). With
their aid, the reflux could be calculated in a very few
minutes. Copies of these charts are contained in this re-
port.
The method of using can best be explained by an
example:
Consider a case where the time read for 200c.c.
of oil to flow thru the cooling coil is 20 sec. and where
ithe temperature of the inlet oil is 130 F and that of the i
exit oil is 150 F.; the rate of distillation being 12 c.c. i
I
in five minutes, and the column temperature 200 F. From !
ichart A, the number of c.c. of oil per minute corresponding
!
Ito 200c.c. per 20 sec. is 600. The number of pounds of oil!
Iper minute is read from the line corresponding to the aver-i
IFor a tenl-
Iperature difference of 20 F., this gives 11.7 B.T.U. per min.
I
icarried away by the cooling oil. Turning now to chart B, the
I
• Inumber of pounds of distillate per minute for a rate of 12c!.c.
I
i
!
I.00323. The corresponding number of B.T.U.'s, required to i
;
vaporize the distillate, is 0.46. The reflux ratiois then i
I
I
I
IThe data for the construction of these curves wasl
I
!
Hydrocarbons" (R.E.V/ilson, W.R.Bahlke. Journal of Ind. and I
!
IEng. Chem. Feb. 1924). The specific heat of the oil and ofi
i
Ithe disti11a.te'..was taken as 0.5. !
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as to the best method of calculating the results.
reached had the same cut been made under conditions com- I
plete ~ectification. Then, from the distillation curve I
of the bottoms, the per cent of material distilling be-
low this temperature could be determined.
This per.cent of bottoms distilling below the
temperature mentioned above was plotted against B.T.U.
per pounds of bottoms, required to give the reflux used
in the run on the continuous still. Plot I shows the
curve obtained by plotting Runs 5,10,11,12, and 13 in
the above manner. These particular Runs were used be-
cause it is essential that, in order to be comparable,
the cuts be very ?early equal. The initial point on
this curve was interpolated from Plot V which will be
disuussed later.
It will be noted that one point appears to be
.much too low. This is undoubtedly due to insufficient
reflux during the determination of the distillation curve
I
of the bottoms, since this curve for Run 13 is much Clost
er to the Engler curve than it is in the case of the other
t
runs.
Altha this method of determining the degree of.separation does undoubtedly give an indication of the
effect of reflux on separation, it is impossible to say
that it is an exact measure of the separation. The dif-
ficulty encountered is in the definition of what is
meant by degree of separation. In the case of a binary
mixture, it is perfectly possible to determine this quan-"
tity since, if the bottoms contained, for example, 20%
"of th~ lower boiling constituent it would be obvious that,
I
the degree of separation was 80%. However, in dealing I
I
• Iwith a mixture such as herein encountered, it ~s necessarr
to arbitrarily define what is meant by degree of separ~on.
IIf the lights left in the bottoms are defined as the amount
I
I
therein which distills-below the temperature which would I
have been attained had the same cut been made under con-
ditions of complete rectification, then the above method
of calculation is permissible. It is obvious that, on
the basis of feed, the per cent lights in the bottoms
must equal the per cent of heavy ends in the overhead or
distillate. It must be realized that it is impossible tol
obtain complete separation in a tower in which the feed
is introduced at the top of the column, since in such a
column there 1s no section provided for the purpose of
stripping the heavy ends from the distillate.
{,cIt was found to~impossible to obtain points on
the left hand portion of this curve. The lowest "value
of heat was obtained using only feed as a means of pro-
ducing reflux. It was suggested that a still lower re-
that, within the limits used, the degree of separation,
flux could be obtained by preheating the feed. However,
had this been done, some of the more volatile portions
of fhe feed would have been vaporized, thus changing the
composition of the gasoline actually introduced as feed,
and thereby making the results incomparable. (See also
McCready M.I.T.The~is 1924)
Plot II shows the effect of the per cent cut
vs. lights left in the bottoms. The straight line is for
continuous distillation with zero reflux whereas the
curve shows the relationship when operating with reflux.
I
as determined by the method previously discussed, did not I
vary greatly with change in reflux. The points on this I
curve are therefore comparable. The curve is hyperbolic
in nature. Its equation may be derived as follows:
EQUATION FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETVffiENVffiIGHTPER CENT
BOTTOMS vs. PER CENT CUT FOR A HIGH REFLUX.
Plot II
Call:
OF
I
I
I
x Per cent cut. I
Weight per cent of bottoms distilling below the I
Itemperature at which the given per cent cut ,is 0
over with complete rectification.
'A Plot of"x vs. x 'has been made and is found to be a
y
straight line. (Plot IIa). This line was drawn using
the method of least squares, omitting the ,two points
which are apparently in error, judging from a compari-
son of the true b. pt. curve of the bottoms with the
Engler for these '1runs. ;
/
X Y,Run x Y y .:
1 28.2 7.8 3.62 The equation of this
2 23.7 7.2 3.29 straight line is
3 12.7 5.2 2.44 y. = 1.22 T 0.085 x
4 19.3 4.2 4.6 from which we get
5 39.0 8.8 4.44
x:: 1.22
6 52.6 9.0 58.5 1. - 0.085
Y
7 59.8 9.4 6.36
10 35.5 8.0 4.44
11 34.5 8.5 4.06
12 35.0 9.0 3.89
13 34.6 6.0 5.76
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the bottoms must be equal to the difference between the
from Plot v.
Perhaps a better method of calculation is that
used in the determ~nation of Plot III. In this case the
initial boiling point of the bottoms was considered as
the determining factor in calculati~ the per cent of
lights in the bottoms. From the true boiling point curve
of the feed the per cent which should distill below the
initial boiling point of the bottoms was determined. Thi~
volume per cent was then calculated to weieht per cent,
and subtracted from the per cent cut. The basis of this
method is as follows. The per cent lights in the feed
is arbitrarily defined as being equal to the per cent
cut. If when the bottoms are subjected to complete rec-
tification it is found that the initial boiling point
has been raised, it follows that the amount of feed dis- j
tilling between the initial boiling point of the feed and I
the initial boiling point of the bottoms has been removedJ
Then, since the per cent lights in the feed was defined
as equal to the per cent cut, the per cent of lights in
I
Icut and the amount distilling between the temperatures I
mentioned above. It is obvious, from a material balance, \
that regardless of the degree of separation obtained, the I
pounds of lights in the bottoms per pound of feed, must
be equal to the pounds of heavy in the overhead per pound
of feed.
The initial point on this curve was interpolate
I
I
The curve obtained by this method of calculatio~
is hyperbolic in nature. Its equation may be derived as
follows:
EQUATION FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETVffiENLIGHTS IN BOTTOMS
AND HEAT REQUIRED.
Plot III
Call:
x Btu. per lb. of bottoms
y
(xta) (y-b) - c
IPounds of lights in bottoms per 100 lbs. of feid.
Assuming a hyperbolic relationship between x and y, the
following equation may be set up.
where a, b, and c are constants.
. IFrom the experimental data it is knovm that when x ~ 0,
y ::-33.5
Now, Y = --£ + bx-a
And 33.5::.JL t b
a
subtracting,
33.5 - Y = ~ --2-
a xta
x = a )33.5-y '6 (xta
I
Which shows the left hand member of the equation to be I
a ,linear function of x. The accompanying plot of ~ I
33.5-y
vs. x gives a straight line (Plot IlIa) showing the
assumption of a hyperbolic relationship between x and y.
to be justified. I
Run Y x x = y,33.5-y
10 19.2 209.4 14.65
11 19.1 272.7 18.94
12 22.3 75.9 6.78
13 20.6 140.8 10.91
33.5 0 ------
From the straight1in~ plot, when x = 0, Y, =2.3 and
when x • 280, Y, = 19.2.
The slope of the line, a , is then 19.2-2.3 = 0.0604c 280
When x . ~= 0, 8 = 2.3
c
c = 630
Then a =
And
2.3
0.0604
b - 16.9
= 38
I .
Y = 630 .. 16.9x+38 T
I
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ence in the degree of separation the points fall reason-
fact that most of the runs were made under conditions
cent cut is plotted against the temperature at which a
Plot VII shows the effect of rectification.
of the "initial point method" previously discussed.
I
I
I
i
J
IA comparison of PlotatV and V~'.shows ve-ry clear-j
I
ly the effect of rectification. In these plots the per I
!
I
given per cent is over in the distillation of the bottoms. I
In general these points, for different reflux ratios, I
would not fallon the curves as they do. But due to the I
I
I
where a change in reflux ratio made only a slight differ- I
I
ably close to the curves. It is interesting to note the, !
I
very low initial points obtained when no reflux was used. I
Plot VI was constructed by reading the initial I
I
points for various cuts from Plots IV and V and from them l
I
'
determining the amount of lights in the bottoms, by means I
The ,I
similarity between this plot and Plot II should be noted.
I
I
Hadl I
I
complete rectification taken place, the center curve WOUldl
have been identical with the upper curve. These curves I
show that in the case of Run 12 no bottoms boiling above
290 were taken over in the overhead. The lower curve shows
I
that when no reflux was used a large amount of high boillnk
material was carried over in the overhead. I
Plot VIII was determined directly from Plot VII_I
It shows the ratio of the per cent over on the true boil- I
Iing point curve of the bottoms from a continuous still using
I
no reflux, to the per cent over at the same temperature oh, I
the true boiling point curve of the bottoms from a contin-I
!
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the analytical still.
stant per cent of the bottoms distilled over.
uous still using reflux, vs. temperature.
tinuous still and the per cent of the original feed dis-
I
I
The next four c~rves show the relationship be- I
tween the true boiling point of the bottoms from the con- I
I
I
I
tilled over. The per cent of the feed distilled over in- I
eludes that taken over both in the continuous still and in\
iPlots IX and X show this relationship for a con- I
I
Each curve !
Icorresponds to a definite per cent of the bottoms distilled
!
over in the analytical still, the value of which is given I
by the intersection of the curve with the true boiling poitit
Iof the feed. The true boiling curve of the feed is, in th~s
. I
Icase, a plot of the true boiling point vs. per cent over fdr
a zero cut. On this curve the .per cent over is,.therefore, I
taken over only in the analytical still and must equal the
per cent of bottoms over since feed and bottoms are identic'al.
IConsider the casefhere high reflux has been used lin
Ithe analytical still. An example will probably render these
points more clear.
Suppose that when 5% of the bottoms has been takdn
I
over in the.analytical still, the boiling point is 200 F.
Following the curve intersecting the true boiling point
!curve at 5% over, we find that a temperature of 220 F. cor~
I
responds to 40% of the original feed distilled over. I'
The lowest curve shows the relationship between
the initial boiling point of the bottoms and the volume peJ
cent cut. I
I
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manifest this coincidence.
have been calculated from Plots L~ and X in order to get
curves corresponding to cuts at 10% intervals.
shifted to coincide with the volume per cent cut and the
When reflux is used, these curves approach and
.-
approach the" true boiling point curve of the feed.
The effect of rectification is-clearly shovm by II
a comparison of the two plots. Reflux tends to increase
I
i
I
IIn fact,
I
if complete rectification were obtained in the continuous I
still, the curves would all coi.ncide with the true boiling I,
point 'curve of the feed. When reflux is used, the curves I
corresponding to higher per cents of bottoms actually do I
I
~ Plots Xl and XII are merely true boiling point I
curves of bottoms for various cuts, the initial point beinJ
I
sca.e reduced to a basis of original feed. These curves I
I
I
I
I
the slope~ of the curves and causes them to more nearly
I
ultimately coincide with the true boiling point curve of !
the feed except in the case. of the higher cuts. In this I
case, the amount of reflux has not been sufficient to main1
tain all of the heavy ends in the bottoms so that the per I
cent of lower boiling constituents has been increased ac- I
cordingly and the curves fall below that for the feed. I
When no reflux is used, so many of the heavy ends
are taken over that the divergence from the true boiling
not obtained.
point curve of the feed is very much greater and, even in .1\
the case of the lower cuts, partial coincidence with it is
I
I
I
The 'true boiling point curves of the bottoms fro~
Iruns No. 19 and 20 of Reeder and Gordon (see page ) havel
I
I
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been calculated on the basis of the original feed. In the
case of run 19, it is seen that ~omplete rectification has
been obtained, while in the case of run 20 where a somewhat
smaller reflux was used the separation is not quite perfectj
In these runs, the reflux ratios were 19:1 and 16.5 respect
ively. These ratios are very muoh larger than the ones oon~
Isidered in the present thesis, and it will be remembered that
I
Reeder and Gordon used a plate type column with the feed inj
traduced directly into the still. These two runs are, ther -
fore, examples of reotifioation above the feed plate, whereJs
the present thesis deals with rectification below the feed
plate.
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I
(1) If further -work is done with this continuous!
I
Istill, the overflow for the bottoms should be so arranged
that they flow into a closed vessel with a by-pass to the I
vapor space in the still. This will 'prevent uneven flow II
due to fluctuations in pressure.
I(2) The distillate from both the continuous and!
I
the analytical still should flow into receivers equipped I
.with reflux condensers to minimize evaporation losses. I
I(3) The distillate and bottoms should be weighed
so that all calculations could be made on a weight basis. I
(4) A cooling coil should be installed in the I
oil circulating system of the continuous still in order to
obtain better control of the reflux.
(5) The oil circulating pump on the continuous I
still should be equipped with a chain drive 'in order to obl
tain more uniform operation of the pump.
(6) A feed reservbir which would allow accurate
calibration should be installed so that the feed rate could
be determined more accurately. I
VI C ALe U'L AT ION S--~, ...... --- - -- - - - - - --- .... - -
Since the true distillation curves obtained
were, run on a volume per cent basis, certain of the re-
suIts which depend upon their use had to be calculated
on a volume basis rather than upon the more preferable
weight basis.
To avoid confusion, the term "per cent over"
shall refer to volume per cent and the term Itper cent
cutl1 to weight per cent unless explicitly modified to
mean otherwise.
The data calculated for the construction of
plots embodied in the results follow.
,
I
I
thl
I
I
i
I
DATA FOR HEAT REQUIRED TO PREHEAT THE FEED
gm./min. c.c./min. I
Run Dist. Batt. Feed Feed % Cut !wt. Vo1~
I
I
1 10.0 25.5 35.5 4?5 28.2 30.6
2 ?6 24.5 32.1 43.0 23.? 26J
3. 4.5 31.3 . 35.8 48.0 12.6 15.!
4 6.6 27.6 34.2 46.0 19.3 22J
I"5 12.5 19.6 32.1 43.0 39.0 42.2
I,
6 15.0 13.5 28.5 38.2 52.6 56.9
I
7 17.0 11.5 28.5 38.5 59.8 .65>,
8 15.5 12.3 27.8 37.3 55.8 580,
9 11.? 20.5 32.2 43.3 36.3 39.4
"'
10 11.4 20.? 32.1 43.0 35.5 38.0
I
11 11.1 20.8 ;32.2 42.9 34.5 '37.k'
i
12 11.3 20.9 32.2 43.1 35.0 38.2
13 11.1 20.9 32.0 42.8 34.6 I3'7>~
14 11.8 16.0 2?8 38.0 42.5 45.
I
~uns No. 7 to 13 inclusive are computed using
the value for the feed rate obtained by direct measure-
ment.
DATA "FOR HEAT REQUIRED TO PREHEAT THE FEED
(Continued)
I
I
I"
r
DATA FOR HEAT REMOVED IN THE COOLING OIL
TOTAL HEAT REMOVED AND REFLUX RATIO
Run Lat. Av. T. c.o./min. BTU./1b.Bott. Total BTU. Reflux
Ht. Diff In Oil Lb.Bott.
Oil--F
.1 146 -~-----------~----~~---~~---~76.7 1.34
2 142 -----~--~-~-~--~-~-~--~------64.2 1.46
3 150 22.2 92 23.5 49.1 2.28
4 14.6 3.06 400 16.0 60.6 1.73
5 141 7.75 333 47.4 137.7 1.53
6 138 ---~----~---------~---~-~-~--138.7 0.905
7 137 --------~----------~~-------- 136.2 0.673
8 138 ---~-~--~----~~~~-~~--~-~~~--152.0 0.875
9 142.5 ----~~~----~--------~~~------77.3 0.950
10 142.5 25 310 134.6 209.4 2.67
11 142.5 5.75 2015 200.5 272.7 3.59
12 142.5 ----~~-----~-~~--~~~--~---~--75.9 0.985
13 142.5 27 139 64.6 140.8 1.86
Sp. gr. of oil taken as 0.8 and sp. ht.
as 0.45 or (sp. gr.)(sp. ht.) .0.36
DATA FOR THE \VEIGHT PER CENT OF BOTTOMS
DISTILLING BELOW THE TEMPERATURE AT vVHICH
THE GIVEN PER CENT CUT IS OVER WITH COMPLETE
RECTIFICATION.
(Plot II)
~n wt. % cut Vol. % cut Temp. F. .. (ff Wt. %Vol. /0Bottoms Bottoms
1 28.2 30.6 I 220 8.8 7.8
2 23.7 26.6 209 8.2 7.2
3 12.6 15.1 173 5~7 5.2
4 19.3 22.4 197 4.7 4.2
5 39.0 42.2 248 9.8 8.8
6 52.6 56.9 282 10.0 9.0
7 p9.8 65.0 301-: 10~4 9.4
10 35.5 39.0 241 9.0 8.0
11 34.5 37.8 238 9.5 8.5
12 35.0 38.2 239 10.0 9.0
13 34.6 37.6 237 6.5 6.0
DATA FOR PER CENT CUTvs.
POUNDS OF LIGHTS IN BOTTOMS PER 100 POUNDS OF FEED
~ Reflux.
Data read from Plot IV
PLOr.IPI
Cut Initial B. Pt. Vol.% Over 'Nt. %Over Lbs. Lights/lOa Lbs.Bottoms
.10 100 3.0 2.3 7.7
20 . 132 6.0 5.0 15~0
30 161 11.5 9.6 20~4
40 190 20.2 17.5 22~5
50 220 30.9 28.5 21~5
60 250 43.0 39.8 20~2
Without Reflux.
Data read from Plot V
Cut Initial B. Pt. Vol. %Over wt. %Over Lbs. Lights/100 L s.Bottoms
10 62 0.5 0.4 9.6
20 72 1.0 0.8 19.2
30 83 1.9 1.5 28.5
40 94 2.5 2.0 38.0
50 105 3.4 2.7 47.3
60 116 4.3 3.4 56.6
21.8
19.2
19.1
I22.3 I
I
20.6
I33.5 tI
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
lit From Plot V.
Run lni tiaJ. % Cut Vol. % Over Wt. % Over
::B.pt.-F
5 187 39.0 19.0 1'1.2
10 184 35.5 18.0 16.3
11 180 34.5 17.0 15.4
12 1'10 35.0 14.0 11.7
13 174 34.6 15.5 14.0
--+ 89 35.0 1.5
I! .
I
DATA FOR LIGHTS IN BOTTOMS va. HEAT REQ,UIRED FOR REELUX. I
(Plot III) !
Lights per I
100 1bs. Feel
I
DATA FOR CURVES OF PER CENT CUT va. TRUE :BOILING POINT
OF THE BOTTOMS.
~Renux.
(Plot IV)
Run No.---l 2 3 4 5 6 7
% Cut---28.2 23.'1 12.6 19.3 39.0 52.6 59.8
% Over
-0 154 140 110 --- 187 232 248
2.5 192 176 152 --- 220 256 272
5 208 198 170 --- 231 266 283
10 224 212 192 208 249 282 299
20 252 240 219 230 270 298 312
°(True Boiling Points---- F )
Run No.---IO 11 12 1.3
% Cut----35.5 34.5 35.0 34.6 0
% Over
0 184 180 170 174 52
2.5 216 208 200 21611 96
5 227 225 221 228 124
16 244 239 239 248 155
20 263 257 263 264 190
(True :SoilingPoint---_OF)
DATA FOR CURVES OF PER CENT CUT va. TRUE BOILIl\fG POINT
OF THE BOTTOMS.
Wi thout Reflux
(Plot V)
Run No.---------14 15 16 17
% .Cut-----------42 10 25.5 61 0
% Over
0 90 64 80 120 52
2.5 129 107 116 155 96
5 154 136 150 180 124
10 198 161 183 207 155
20 223 --.. 210 240 190
0(True Boiling Point---- F )
I .
i
!
DATA FOR TRUE BOILING POINT OF BOTTOMS vs. PER GENT OF THE
Run 1'10. 1
ORIGINAL FEED DISTILLED OVER.
Per Cent of Bottoms Over 0 2.5 5 10 20
Per Gent of Bottoms Over 0 2.5 5 10 20
I30
I272
I
!
20.8
I
30.6
i
I51.4
I30
I261
i
22.0
I26.6
I28.6
I
I
3b
!
I
I
I
I
30
I284
1~.3
46.2
56 5
I •
I
I
I
I
42.2
53.8
20
270
11.6
32.1
10
249
5
187 220 231
15.1 17.2 19.3 23.6
26.6 26.6 26.6 ~ 26.6
26.6 28.4 30.3 33.9 21.3
30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6 30.6
30.6 32.3 34.1 37.5 44.5
~ 42.2 42.2 42.2
42.2 43.6 45.1 48.0
Run No. 3
Run No. 5
Run No. 2
Temperature F.
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 1.4 2.9 5.8
Per Cent of Bottoms Over 0
Per Cent of Feed Over
Temperature F. 140 176 198 212 240
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 1.8 3.7 7.3 14.7
Temperature F. 110 152 170 192 219
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 2.1 4.2 8.5 17.0
Distillate / 100 Feed 15.1 15.1 15.1 15.1 15.1
Per Cent of Feed Over
Per Cent o~ Feed Over
Distillate / 100 Feed
Per Gent of Feed Over
Per Gent of Bottoms Over 0 2.5 .5 10 20
Temperature F. 154 192 208 224 252
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 1.7 3.5 6.9 13.9
Distillate / 100 Feed
Distillate / 100 Feed
Run No. 6
Per Cent of Bottoms Over 0 ?5 5 10 20 30
I
Temperature F. 232 256 266 282 298 304
i
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 1.1 2.2 4.3 8.6 i2.9I
I
Distillate / 100 IFeed 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.9- i
Per Cent of Feed Over 56.9 58.0 59.1 61.2 65.5 69.8
Run No. 7 jI
!
Per. Cent of'Bottoms Over a 2.5 5 10 20 ~O
i
ITemp el"lature F. 248 272 284 300 312 321
Bottoms Over / 100
! .
Feed 0.0 0.9 1.8 3.5 7.0 fO.7
Distillate I 100 Feed
i
65.0 65.0 65.0 6S.0 65.0 65.0-iPer Cent of Feed Over 65.0 65.9 66.8 68.5 72.0 75.7
Run No. 10 I
I
IPer Cent of Bottoms Over 0 2.5 5 10 20 30
I
Temperature F. 184 210 225 243 263 276
I.
Bottoms Over / 100
IFeed 0.0 1.6 3.1 6.2 12.4 18.6: .
Distillate / 100 Feed !38.0 38.0 38.0 38~0 38.0 38.0
IPer Cent of Feed Over 38.0 39.6 41.1 44.2 50.4 56.6
I
i
Run No. 11 II
!Per Cent of Bottoms Over a 2.5 5 10 20 30
I
Temperature F. 180 206 220 239 257 268
i
Bottoms Over / 100 0.0 1.6 IFeed a.l 6.2 12.4 18.6
Distillate / 100 Feed 37.8 37.8 37.8 I37.8 37.8 37.8
Per Cent of Feed 37.8 39.4 IOver 39.9 44.0 50.2 56.4
i
Run No. 12
Per Cent of Bottoms Over 0> 2.5 5 10 20! 30
Temperature F. 170 199 216 238 263 280
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 1.6 3.1 6.2 12.4 18.6
Distillate / 100 Feed 38.2 38.2 ~ 38.2 38.2 38.2
Per Cent of Feed Over 38.2 39.8 41.3 44.4 50.6 56.8
Run No. 13
Per.Cent of Bottoms Over 0 2.5 5 10 20 25
Temperature F. 174 216 230 248 264 270
Bottoms Over / 100 Feed 0.0 1.6 3.1 6.2 12.5 15.6
Distillate / 100 Feed 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6
Per Cent of Feed Over 37.6 39.2 40.7 43.8 50.1 53.2
From Plot V For A 35% Cut
Per Cent of Bottoms Over 0> 2.5 5 10 20 30 50
Temperature F. 89 129 156 187 218 247 290
DATA FOR THE RATIO OF THE PER CENT OVER ON THE TRUE
BOILING POINT CURVE OF THE BOTTOMS FROM A CONTINUOUS
STILL USING NO REFLUX TO THE PER CENT OVER AT THE
SA~~ TEMPERATURE ON THE TRUE BOILING POINT CURVE OF
THE BOTTOMS FROM A CONTINUOUS STILL USING HIGH REFLUX.
CUT • 35 %
Data read from Plot VII
PLOT VIII
Temp. F. % Over With Reflux % Over Without Reflux iRati9
I
170 0 4.3 I-I
I
200 1.8 8.3 4.62
I ,
220 3.8 12.6 3.32 .. "".
I
I
240 6.8 17.3
I2.54
I
I
260 11.3
I
, 22.3 1.97
!
280 18.6 27.8
\1.50
I
300 26.8 33.4 1.25
i
!
320 34.3 38.8 1.13
I
330 37.3 41.3 1.11
I
I
I
I
!
I
•
PER CENT CUT
Run No. 3
Volume of distillate = 450 c.c. at 72 F
Volume of bottoms - 2588 c.c. at 90 F-
Length of run - 62 min.-
Colunm temperature - 119 F-
Feed temperature - 76 F-
Sp. Gr. Feed - 0.745 at 60 F-
Sp. Gr. distillate - 0.63 at 60 F-
Sp. Gr. bottoms - 0.77 at 60 F
The decrease in specific gravity per degree F. tempera-
ture rise is taken as,0.001.
(450)(0.62) = 4.5 gm. distillate / min.
62
(2588){O.75) = 31 3 gm. bottoms / min.
62
35.8 gm. feed / min.
(35.8)
0.745 : 48.0 c.c. feed / min.
- 12.6 weight % cut
. .< 450 ~~100 }
(62 48) = 15.1 volume % cut
HEAT CONSUMED TO GIVE REFLUX
PLOTS I AND III
Run No. 3
~~~ = 25.6 btu / lb. bottomsTo preheat feed
(92)(0.36)(22.2) = 1.62 btu / min. removed in oil
454
On the true boiling point curve of the feed, the
for ref:Lux
removed in oil
35.0
reflux ratio
= 38.2
Run No. 12
PLOTS I AND II
= 49.1 btu / lb. bottoms
of material per pound of bottoms'.
Volume per cent cut
Weight per cent cut =
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!. I
i
!
I
WEIGHT. PER CENT OF BOTTOMS DISTILLING BELOW THE TEMPER-!
ATURE AT VrnICH A GIVEN PER CENT CUT IS OVER WITH COM- ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II'temperature corresponding to 38.2 per cent over is 239
I
IF. On the true boiling poing curve of the bottoms, thei
Iper cent over at 239 F is 10.0 per cent (by volwne) I
Iwhich is equivalent to 9 per cent by weight, 0~09 pounds
I
I
i
I
i
l
I
PLETE RECTIFICATION.
LIGHTS IN BOTTOMS
PLOT III
! .
I
\
Run No. 12
the bottoms per 100 pounds of feed.
equivalent to 12.7% over by weight.
which, from a material balance, equals the lights in
But with complete rectification, it isbelow 170 F.
The initial boiling point of the bottoms is 170 F. i
j
ITurning to the distillation curve of the feed, we find I
I
I
that at 170 F there is 14.0% over (by'volume) which is I
I
i
i
I
The cut is 35.0%. Therefore, 35 pounds of distil-!
!late per 100 pounds of feed has been distilled over in !
I
Ithe continuous still to carryover all material boiling!
I
i
I
I
necessary to distill over only 12.7 pounds of distillate
Ito carryover this material. Therefore, (35.0 - 12.7) !
i
I= 22.3 Ibs. of heavy in the overhead / 100 pounds feed I
I
!
I
Run No. l
PLOTS IV AND V
LIGHTS IN BOTTOMS vs. PER CENT CUT
per cent over on true boiling point curve.
= 28.2%
OVER
cut
On the true boiling point curve of the bottoms,
I
!
I
I
:
I
I,
I
I
; t
PER CENT CUT VB. TRUE BOTIJING POINT AT A GIVEN PER CENT I
!
I
/
I
I
I
j
. I
i
i
I
2.5% is over at 192 F. Therefore on Plot IV, 28.2% is I
Iplotted against 192 F, falling on the curve marked 2.5 !
I
I
I
The lights in the bottoms for these curves are
PLOT VI
The necessary data are fUr-culated as in Plot III.
nished from Plots IV and V using the curves "0 per
over on true b. pt. curve."
!
j
I
I
I
I
I
I
cal~
I
I
cent I
I
I
!
I
I
!
!
I
I
!
I
I
!
1
I
I
TRUE BOILING POINT OF THE BOTTOMS va. PER CENT OF THE
ORIGINAL FEED DISTILLED OVER.
PLOTS VII AND XIII •.
Run No. 12
35.0 weight per cent cut
38.2 vo1ume per cent cut
2.5 per cent of the bottoms is equivalent to
(2.5)(100- 38.2) = 1.6 parts of bottoms over per 100.100 parts of feed.
38.2.+ 1.6 = 39.6 per cent of the original feed over.
The temperature on the true boiling point curve of the
ocorresponding to 2.~ over is 199 F.
oPlot 39.6% vs. 199 F.
In the above caJLculation the effect of change in specific
IgraVity has been neg1ected. Erro~s introduced by this ass~~-
i
tion are compensating so that the resultant error is smalll
I
iThe t.per cents" in the above calculation are all volume I
I
per cents.
PLOT VlI-------Without Reflux.
From Plot V, on the curve marked 2.5 % over on the
B.Pt. Curve, the temperature correspondinglJ.toa cut of
35.0% is;:1299:F•.Plot 39.6% over vs. 1290 F.
I
I
Itrue
I
CURVE OF THE BOTTOMS FROM .-
CURVE OF THE BOTTOMS FROM A CONTINUOUS STILL USING NO
RATIO OF THE PER CENT OVER ON THE TRUE :BOILING POINT
REFLUX TO THE PER CENT OVER ON THE' TRUE BOILIliG POINT
PLOT VIII.
TEMPERATURE., va.
I
I
I
I
I
A. "::~ .CONTINUOUS STILL USING I
I
I
I
I
I
Io IFrom Plot VI at 200 F the per cent over wi th reflux is
HIGH REflUX
(40 - 38.2) = 1.8
The per cent over wi thout reflux is
(46.5 - 38.2) =8.3
oThe ratio 8.3 _ .4 62 is plotted against 200 F.
1.8 - •
TRUE BOILING POINT OF THE BOTT01.'[S vs. PER CENT 01' THE
PLOTS IX AIID X.
OVER BEING CONST~TT.
ORIGINAL FEED DISTILLED OVER , THE PER CENT OF BOTTOMS
over on the true boiling point curve of the bottoms.
the true boiling point curve of the feed at 2.5% ov@r.
!
I
I
i
I
I
The calculation is the same as for Plot VII. The poiht
I
calculated in the examplE falls on the curve intersecting I
I
All pointe on the curve intersectimg the true boiling
I
I
I
i
I
point curve of the feed at 2.5% over correspond to 2.m%
TRUE BOILING POINT OF BOTTOMS vs, PER CENT OF THE ORIGINAL
FEED DISTILLED OVER J THE CUT BEIJ:TGCONSTAUT.
PLOTS XI .AND XII.
Wi th Reflux.
Points on these curves are read from Plots IX and X.
Consider on Plot IX the curve corresponding to 2.~
of bottoms over. As in the case of Plot VII
Therefore for a 30% cut by volume , the per cent over
31.8% over.is (2.5)(0.7) + 30 = I
lThe temperature corresponding to 31.8% over, on Plot Ipc,
o 1is 189 F.
oPlot If?9 F vs. 31.8% over , falling on the curve
intersecting the dotted line at 30% over.
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RUN # 1
Temperatu.res, Temperatures, Rates,degrees F. degrees C. aeo./min.
Co1umn Jaoket Inlet oil Ou.tlet oil Oil Diet.
~86 lag --- --- 0 14.3
185 191 14.3
184 1.92 14.3
184 192 14.8
184 192 ' 14.5
184 191 15
184 192 14.8
185 193 15
185 193 14.5
185 195 14.5
185 180 14.5
182 183 11.5
181 182 14.5
180 182 14
1'18 183 14.5
1'18 182 14
1'18 183 14.5
178 183 14
177 184 14.5.
RUN # 1 Continned.
Temper8tnre of feed -----------~------ 78 F.
Temperature of still ----------------- 430--470 F. r
I
'Length of run ------------------------ 69 min. !. I
Spe~ifia g~avity of distillate ------- 0.700 ~ 60 F./
Speoifio gravity of bottoms ---------- ~.780 ~ 60 Fel
Total volume of distillate ----------- 1000a.c.@ 80 F.
I
Total volnme of bottoms -------------- 2325 c.c.@90 F.
!
I
RUE :fI: 2
Temperature. Temperature,
degrees F. degrees C.
Rate,
o.a/min.
C01~ Jacket Inlet oil Outlet oil Oil Dist.
174 176 --- --- 0 12
173 175 11
171 179 11.5
170 177 11
169 178 11.5
169 1'18 12
168 1'18 12
168 177 11
167 177 11.5
16'1 1'16 11
16'1 1'16 11
166 174 12
166 1'16 1.2
166 183 11
166 170 11.5
165 165 11
164 1'10 11.5
!1!emperatu.reof feed ------------------- 76 F.
T~perature of sti11 w----------------- 485-510 F•
.Le~th of run ------------------------- '10min.
Speoific gravity of distillate -------- 0.685 @ 60 ~.
Specific gravity of bottoms ----------- 0.780 @ 60 F.I
~otal volume of distillate ------------ 800 o.c.@80 ~
!1!otalvolume of bottoms --------------- 22480.c.@90F.
RUN:fJ:3
Temperature, Temperature, Rate,
degrees F. degrees C. c.c.lmin.
Column Jaoket Inlet oil Outlet oil Oil Diet.
119 121 27.5 40 97 7.1
119 122 2'1.5 40 9'1 6.5
119 120 27.5 40 97 6.7
118.5 119.5 26 40 87 6.7
li8.5 119.5 26 40 92 7.5
118.5 119.5 26 39.5 92 7.5
119 126 26 40 89 9.0
119 120 26.5 39 92 8.0
:t.:t.9 120 26.8 38 93 9.0
119 120 26.7 38.2 92 8.0
119 120 26.8 38.1 92 9.0
119 119.5 26.8 38.3 92 9.0
Temperature of feed -~---------------- ~6 F.
Temperature o:d!still ----------------- 284 F.
Length of run ------------------------ 62 min.
Specific gravity of distillate ------- 0.63 @ 60 F.
Speoific gravity of bottoms ---------- 0.770 @ 60 F.1
i
Total volume of distillate ----------- 450 c.c.@72 ~.
i
I
Total volume of bottoms -------------- 2588c.c.@90F.:
I
!
I
Temperatures,
degrees F.
RUN #= 4
Temperatu.res,
degrees C.
Rates,
o.o./min.
Column Jacket Inlet oil Outlet oil Oil Diet.
148
147
14'1
145
144
143
143
143
142
141.5
142
142
14'1
148
146
145
146
143
143
144
141
142
148
140
56
56
64
63.5
60.8
55.8
53
50
59
59
64
61.4
57
54
167 11
170 10.3
160 10
17.0 10
500
800 10.3
752 10.4
780 10
520 10.l
140
200
Temperature of feed ----------------- 76 F.
Temperature of still ---------------- 300 F.
Length of run ----------------------- 60 minutes
Speoific gravity of distillate ------ 0.64 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms --------- 0.775 @ 60 F.
Total volume of distillate ---------- 620 c.o. @ 65 F.,
I
Total volume of bottoms ------------- 2195 o.c. @ 86;F.
!
I
I
Temperature,
degrees F.
RUN :fi= 5
Temperature,
degrees C.
Rate,
c.c./min.
Column Jaoket Inlet oil Outlet oil Oil Diet.
174
175
177
178
1'18
179
178
179
180
183
182
184
178
172
178
178
180
1'18
'178
180
18i)
181
183
184
'10
69
'70
'10
70.5
67.6
65
65
65
72.9.
73
74
74
72
71
11
'12
320 17.5
340
340 18.5
350 18
350 18.5
330 15.5
320 15
330 15
330 18
320 1'1
330 19.5
330 20
Temperature of feed ------------------- 76 F.
Temperatnre of still ------------------ 310 F.
Length of run ----------------~-------- 117 min.
Speoific gravity of distillate--------- 0.705@60 F.
Speoifio gravity of bottoms ----------- 0.790@60 F.
Total volwn.e of distillate ------------ 20960.c.OOO.jF.
Total volume of bottoms 30300,,0,. 95F,
RUN :fJ: 6
Specific graVity of distillate -------- O.7l@60 F.
Specific graVity of bottoms ----------- 0.79@60 F.
Length of run ------------p------------- 120 min.
22
24
22
24
23
21
21.5
Rate,
_c.c./min.
Oil Dist.
o 21
Temperature,
degrees C.
Inlet oil Outlet oil
still ------------------- 308 F.
feed -------------------- 75 F.
i
I
1
!
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
i
Total volume of distillate ------------ 2570c.c.@70F~
I
I
Total volmne of bottoms --------------- 2080c.c.@SOF~, I
I
!
198 194
198 197.5
199 198
199.5 198
200 199
201 200
200 199
199 199
199 199
198 196
198 198
198 19'1
199 198
200 200
201 201
200 200
Temperature of
Temperature of
Temperature,
degrees F.
Column Racket
RUN # 7
~emperatu.ref ~emperatu.ret Rate,degrees F. degrees C. o .c.lmin.
Column Jacket Inlet oil Outlet oil Oil Dist.
212 213 --- 0 27
212 212 26.5
212 212 27
212 212 26.5
212 212- 2'1
212 212 27
211 212 26.5
212 212 2'1
213 212 29
214 212 28.5
212 21l. 27.5
212 212 26.5
212 212 26.5
212 212 26.5
212 212 26
212 212
211 2ll. 2-5
213 212 23.5
214 213 24
212 212 26
210 212 24
RUN No.7 continued.
Temperature of feed ------------------- 75 F.
Temperature of still ------------------ 335 F
Length of run-------------------------- 126 min.
Specific gravity of distillate -------- 0.730 at 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms ----------- 0.770 at 60 F.
Total volume of feed ------------------4860 cc
Total volume of distillate -y---------~ ?~g@at 75 F. I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
RIm I 8
Temperature t Temperature. Rate,
degrees F. degrees C. c.c.lmin.
Column Jacket Inlet 011 Outlet oil Oil Dist.
202 201 --.. --- 0 23
201 . J.99 24
201 202 23
200 200 21.5
200 200 21
200 200 21.5
200 201 21.5
200 200 22
199 200 22.5
198 200 22
196.5 199 22
19'1.5 200 22
198 200 22
198 200 22
198 200 21.5
198 200 22
198 3.99 22
198.5 201 22.5
199 199 22.5
198.5 198 21.5
198 J.98 22
198 198 22
199 199 22
.,..;
RUN # 8 Contin~ed.
Temperature, Temper8t~e, Rate,
degrees F. degrees C. c.c./min.
Column Jaoket Inlet oil 0~t1et oil Oil Diet.
199 199 --- --- a 23
200 199 22.5
199.5 199 22.5
199 200 22.
198.5 198 20.5
198 198 22 ..
199 201 22,
199 201 22
199 201 22
199 198 22
199 200 22
198 198 22
Temperature of feed----------------- '12F.
Temperature of still ---------~---- 330 F.
Length of run --------------------- 176 min.
Specific gravity of distillate ---- 0.700 @ 60 F.
Specifio g8avity of bottoms ------- 0.770 @60 F.
Total volume of distillate -------- 3800 c.c.
Total volume ojf feed--~,- 6562 o.c.
RUN # 9
~euiperaturet ~Temperature, Rate,degrees F. 'degrees C. c.a.lmin.
Co1wnn Jaoket Inlet oil Qlltlet oil Oil Diet.
16'1 168 --- ---- 0 15
166 16'1 15.'1
165 168 16.5
165 168 J.'1
166 169 1'1
16'1 16'1 1'1
168 16'1 1'7
168- 166 1'1
169 166 1'7
169 16'1 1'1
169 169 1'1
1'10 1'10 1'7
1'10 169 1'1
1'10 1'10 1'1
1'10 169 1'1
1'10 169 1'1
1'10 168 16.5
1'10 1'12 J.'1
1'10 1'11 1'1
169 169 1'1
RUN # 9, Continued.
Tenperature of feed --------------- 75 F.
~emperatnre of still -------------- 285 F.
Length of rnn --------------------- 9~ minutes
Speoifio gravity of distillate ----0.700 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms -------0.780 @ 60 F.
Total volume of distillate --------1650 c.o. @ 70 F.
Total volume of 'feed -- 4200 c.o. •
RUli# 10
Temperature, Temperatu.re. Rate
degrees F. degrees O. c.c./min.
Column Jaoket Inlet oil Ont1.et oi~ 011 Dist.
16rl 171 40 54.5 2'10 18
16'1 170 39 51 260 1'1
167 169 39 53 330 17
16'1.5 169 39 53 320 17.5
168 169 39 53 300 18
168 169 39 53 290 18
168 169 39 53 300 18.5
169 169 39 53.5 290 18.5
169 170 39 53.5 285 19
169 171 40 .54 340 19
169 1'10 40 54 310 18.5
169 169 40 53.5 300 19
168.5 169 40.6 54 340 19
168 168 41 53.6 340 19
167 168 41 54 330 18
166 . 16'1 40.5 56.5 320 18
16'1 16'1 40.5 54.5 320 19
168 16'1 40.5 54.5 340 19
168 16'1 40.6 54.5 310 19
169 169 41 55 340 19
169 1'10 41 54.6 320 19
1'10 169 41 55 310 18
RUE :fi: lOt Continued.
76 F.feed ----------------~Temperatu.re of
I
ITemperature of still ---------------- 310 F.
Length o:fgrr:~t-y----------------------105.5 min. II
Specific ~y~ of distillate ------ 0.685 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms --------- 0.780 @ 60 F. I
Total volume of distillate ---------- 1800c~o.@ 70F.1I
Total volume of feed -~------ ..-------4530 a.c. I
I
I.
I
RUN # 11
Temperature.~_ Tempe rature, Rate,
degrees F. degrees C. c.o./min.
Column Jacket Inlet oil Outlet oil Oil Diet.
1'10 1'12 50.2 54 _2200 17
1'10 1'12 50.3 53.8 2040 1'1.5
1'10 169 50.8 54 2050 1'1
168 16'1 50.8 54 2000 1'1
16'1 166 51 54.2 1800 1'1
166 166 51 54 1900 17
166 1'12 50.9 54 2200 17
166 166 51 54 2000 18
165 165 50.9 53.8 2000 18
163 165 50.2 53.2 2130 1'1.5
163.5 165 50.2 53 2200 1'1.5
164 165 50 53.3 2000 1'1.5
164 164 50 53.2 1950 1'1
164 165 50 53 1950 1'1
164 165 50.2 53.1 2166 17
164 165 50.2 -53.2 1900 1'1
164 165 50.5 53.5 2080 1'1
163 164 50.2 53.2 2000 1'1
164 . 16'1 50.4 53.5 2000 1'1.5
164 162 50.2 53.6 1800 1'1.5
164 165 50.2 53.2 2000 1'1
RUN # 11, Continued.
Temperature of feed ------------------ 77 F.
Temperature of still ----------------- 340 F.
Length of rnn 104 minutes
Specifio gravity of distillate ------- 0.685 @ 60 F.
Specifio gravity of bottoms ---------- 0.775 @ 60 F.
Total volume of distillate ----------- 17000.0. @70F~
Total volume of feed ----------------- 4460 c.c.
RUE # 12
Temperature, Temperature, Rate,
degrees F. degrees C. c.c.lmin.
Column Jacket Inlet oil Outlet oil 6il Dist.
164 160 ---- ~ 0 18
164 160 1'1.5
164 161 17.5
164 161 17.5
165 164 17.5
166 166 17.5
166 163 1'1
166 162 1'1
166 162 17
167 167 1'1
167 163 17.5
166 165 17
165 164 17
165 165 1'1
165 165 17
166 165 17
166 163 17.5
166 164 1'1
166 164 1'1
165 163 17
165 165 17
RUH # 12, Continued.
Temperatnre of feed ----------------- 73 F.
Temperature of still ---------------- 290 F.
Speaifio gravity of distillate ------ 0.685@60 F.
Specifio gravity of bottoms --------- 0.775@60 F.
Length of run -----------------------99 minutes
Total volume of distillate ---------- l650c.a.~'lOF.
Total volume of :f.eed-- ~-------------- 4260 c..C~ "
RUN #13
Temperature, Temperature, Rate,
degrees F. .degrees C. c.c./min •
Column Jacket lnlet oil Outlet oil Oil Dist.
16'1 166 49.4 66.2 125 18
167 166 49.5 65.5 125 18
167.5 16'1 49.5 65.5 125 18
167 166 49.5 65.5 130 18
167.5 168 49.5 65.5 130 18
168 167 50 65.5 130 18
168 168 49.8 65.4 132 18
168' 167 49.2 64.5 135 18
167.5 16'1 48.8 64.0 140 18
166 167 47.5 62~ 140 18
166 166 47 63.0 140 18
165.5 165 47 .62.4 140 17.5
165 165 47 62.5. 140 17
164.5 165 48.3 62.8 140 17
165 166.5 49 62.8~' 145 17
165 166 49.5 63.5 145 17.5
167 167 50.2 64.5 150 18
167 167 50.4 64.8 147 17.5
167 167 50.4 64.5 147 18
168 168 61 66.0 150 18
169 169 50.5 66.1 137 18
169 167 60.2 65.6 140 17.5
169 167 60.2 64.8 143 18
RUN :fJ= 13, Continued.
Temperature of feea ------------- 73 F.
Temperature of still ------------ 305 F.
Specifio gravity of distillate--- 0.690 @ 60 F•
.Specitio gravity of bottoms ----- 0.775 @ 60 F.
Length of run ------------------- 107 minutes.
Total volume of distillate ------_17300.0. @ 70 F.
Total volume of ~~feed.;.---------- 4580 c. o.
RUN #14 ------~NO REFLUX
Temp.at top Dist.rate, Temp.at top Diet.rate,
of flask F. c.c./min. of flask F. .c.o./min.
269 16 268 16
266 1'1 266 17.5
265 16.5 266 18
267 16 269 17
269 16.5 269 16
268 1'1 266 16
2'10 1'1 26'1 17
269 1'1
269 17
268 17
272 17
272 17
265 17
265 17
Length of run ----------------- 106 minntes
Total volume of feed ----~----- 4028 O.C. @ 73 F.
Total volttme of distillate ---- 1812 c.c. @ 80 F.
Specifio gravity of feed ------ 0.75 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of distillate--0.71 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms --- 0.'17 @ 60 F.
RUN # 15 ------ NO REFLUX
Temperature at top
of flask. F.
236
236
234
234
235
236
Distillate rate,
..:;c.c./minute. .
10
12
11
12
10
10
Length of run -'--------------- 2'1',minutes
~otal Volume of feed --------- 2'100 c.c. @ 78 F.
Total volume of distillate---- 290 o.c. @ 88 F.
Specific gravit7 of feed"----- 0.~5 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of distillate O. 685 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms -- 0.'155@ 60 F.
RUN # 16 ------- NO REFLUX
Temperatare at top Distillate rate,
of flask. F. _c.c./xn.inu.te.
258 26
258 27
256 426
254 27
254 26
253 27
252 27
254 27
254 27
255 27
259 28
260 28
Length of run ------------------ 30 minutes
Total volume of feed ----------- 3000 c.c. @ 80 F.
Total volume of distillate ----- 836 c.c. @ 88 F.
Specifio gravity of feed ------- 0.75 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of distillate - 0.695 @ 60 F.
Speoific gravity of bottoms 0--- 0.760 @ 60 F.
RUN # 17 --------NO REFLUX
Temp.at top Diet.ra.te, Temp. at top Dist.rate,
of flask. F. c.c./min. .~offlask. F. c.o./min.
2
281 25 277 25.5
279 25 279 25.5
280 25 278 26.5
282 25 280 25
284 25.5 278 24.5
283 25.5 278 25
281 26 282 25
283 25 279 25
281 25 278 25.5
280 25.5 280 26
281 25 281 25
279 25
Length of run ------------------------135 min.
Total volume of feed ------------- 5400 c.c. @ 80 F
Total volume of distil1a.tw ------- 3412 c.c. @ 80F
Specific gravity of feed --------- 0.75 @ 60 F.
Specifio gravity of distillate --- 0.725 @ 60 F.
Specific gravity of bottoms ------ 0.775 @ 60 F.
DATA FROM REEDER and GORDON. (M.l.T.THESIS 1922)
RUN :f/: 19
Continuous Run on Socony Gasoline Using Plant still
Final Temp~. still Temp. t Product, Time,degrees C. degrees C. c.c. Min.
69.0 135.5 0 a
68.0 135.0 500
67.0 134.0 1000 24
67.5 135.0' 1500
66.0 134.0 1800 40
2000
87 pounds of water in 16 min. enters reflux
condenser at 12.5 C.
Average temp. of exit water ----40 C.
Total feed --------------------- 7000 c.c.
Total distillate --------------- 2000 c.o.
Total bottoms ------------------ 4500 c.c.
Calculated reflax---------------- 19:1
* ~is temperature corresponds to the column
temperature in our runs.
The distillation ourves for these bottoms will be
found with the other distillation ourves in this
report.
DATA FR~ REEDER Alf.DGORDON(M.I.T.THESIS,1922)
Rtm :fJ 20
CONTINUOUS STILL USING SOCONY GASOLINE.
Final Temp:, Still Temp., Product,degrees C. degrees C. c.c.
47 120.0 100
46.5 121.0 200
46.5 120.1 600
47.5 119.7 1000
48.5 118.0 1200
1400
1700
Time,
Min.
o
28:;
36
Rate of flow of water through reflUX condenser
between 100c.c. of prod~ct and 700c.c. over was
79.5 pounds in 17 minutes.
Calculated reflUX ratio is 16.5:1
Eight liters of feed was run in continuously to
the still. 1700c.c. was obtained as distillate.
6000c.c. was drawn out of the still as bottoms.
Average exit water temp.--32.6C.Inlet temp. not given.* This temperat~e corresponds With the colmmn
temperature in our runs.
TRUE DISTILLATION OF SOCOHY GASOLINE
200000 charge Temperature--degrees Centigrade
Temp. co.over -,Temp. cc.over
31 10 79.5 296.5
33 25 83 315
34 35.5 86 328
35 41.5 85 343.5
36 47 87 359.5
37 52 86 363.5
38 59 87 -367.5
39 65.5 88 371.5
39 72 .89.5 379
40 '16.5 89.5 387.5
40 81.5 91.5 398.5
42 88 92.5 411.5
44 94 93 423
48 101 93 426
58 113 92 430
65 140 , 94 439
6'1.5 169.5 94 444
69.5 195 96.5 468
'10.5 219 97.5 483
'11.5 22'1 99 506
'13.5 244.5 99 51'1
'15.5 266 101 537
76.5 274.5 102 561
77.5 282.5 102 571.5
Continued on following page
~UE DIS~ILLATION OF saeoHY GASOLINE. continued.
~emp. cc.over Temp. co.over
102.5 582 136.5 1111.5
103.5 597 137.5 1130
106.5 615 139.5 1156
106.5 634.5 140.5 1172
109 680 141 1185
114 '106 142 1199
115 725 142.5 1212
115.5 737 145 1239
116.5 . 750 147 1258
117 761.5 15~ 1303
118.5 7'15 152 1328.5
120 797 153 1350
121.5 814 158.5 1400
122.5 842 158 1435
123 863.5 161 1450
124 8'13 162 1472
125 890 162.5 1484
126 906 164.5 1492
12'1 925 167 1507
130 991 168.5 1519
130 1025 1'10 1527
134 1056 170.5 1544
135.5 108'1 172 1564
Continued on following page
TRUE DISTILLATIOB OF soeoHY GASOLINE, oontinued
Temp. cc.over Temp. co.over
173 1581 180 1664
174 1597 184 1695
176,. 1610 184 1722
179, 1635 186 1733
Eng1er Dist111ation of Remaining Fraction
Temp. F Percent over
375 0
396 10
401 20
405 30
408 40
412 50
417 60
423 70
432 80
450 90
490 96.5

~RUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTaMS, ___ RUN #2
2000 o.c. charge Temperature ---degrees c.
Temp. e.c.over Temp. e.c, over
27 0 116 398--
-,'
5'1 8 120.5 442
85 27 123 480
92.5 60 123.5 508
96.5 104 124 526
96.5 124 124 542
98.5 14'7 124 553
99.5 169 125~5 5'71
100.5 189 12'1 593
101 211 128 616
101.5 222 12'1 624
102 235 129 63'7
102 245 131 663
102.5 253
105 2'14
107 294
108.5 312
no 325
111.5 341
113 35'1
113.5 3'14
114 382
TRUE DISTILLATI01i OF BOTTOMS,---- RUN # 3
2000 cc. charge Temperatnre,--degrees c.
Temp. 0..0. over Temp. e.e. over
69 36 91 214
'10 52 92 226
'11 74 '93 235
'11.5 91 .94.5 . 244
79.5 1])9 95 261,
83 138 96 275
84 150 96 281
85.5 164 97 300
86.5 181 100 32'1
89.5 192 99 340
90 202
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTCMS, RUN #4
2000 0.0. oha.rge Temperature,---degrees c.
Temp. o.c. over
'11 5
82. 38
92 77
93 ~OO
94 123
95 140
95 150
95.5 160
96 ~69
96.5 1'18
9'1.5 185
98 200
100 228
100'.5 250
101.5 2'13
102 285
103 300
106 336
10'1 350
TRUE DIS~ILLA~ION OF BO~~OMS, RUN #5
2000 c.c. charge ~emperature,---degrees C
Temp. e.c. over Temp. c.c. over
105 25 127.5 292.5
112 85 128 307
113 92 128.5 319
112 105 128.5 329
113 118 . 130 345
114 128 131.5 385
115.5 139 133 419
116 150 134 441
11'1 167 137 475
119 18I. 139 535
121 197 139.5 56'1
122 218 140 608
123 22'1 140.5 634
124 244 141 660
126 265 142 689
127 277 ..1 143 709
TBUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS, RUE #6
2000 o.c. oharge Temperature,--degrees C.
Temp. e.e. over Temp. e.o.over
118.5 15 148 409
128 50 148.5 428
131 86 148 438
132 103 148.5 452
133 119 148 467
134.5 140 149 4'18
136 15'1 149.5 500
137.5 17'1:~ 148.5 512
138.5 192 148.5 531
139 204 150.5 560
139.5 215 150 58'1
141 228 150.5 592
143 250 151 615
144.5 281 151 630
146 311 151 641.
14'1 344 151 6'13
1.48 3'17 152 690
148 400
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS ----RUN No.7
1290 e.e. charge .' Temperature----degrees c.
Temp_ e.e. over Temp. e.e. over
129 20 152 188
133 30 152.5 2004
136 40 153.5 220
137.5 50 155.5 250
14P -63 156 271
140.5 75 157 292
143 88 157.5 300
145.5 100 158.5 321
147.5 115 159 335
149 128 159.5 350
150.5 150 160.5 370
151 165 161 385
TRUE DIS!rILLATION OF BO!rTOMS, RUN #10
2000 c.c. Charge Temparature,---degrees c.
Temp. e.c. over Temp. o.c. over
93 28 122.5 264
94 31 123 283
96 34 123.5 300
100 38 124 31'1
105 62 125 343
107.5 . 98 125.5 352
107.5 99 126 373
106 102 128 400
106 103 129 420
110 11'1 130 441
111.5 129 130.5 464
113 141 131 482
115.5 155 131.5 500
117 1'16 132.5 521
11'1 183 133 532
118 207 133 545
119 219 134 557
120 233 135 5'16
121.5 250 137 600
TRUE DIS~ILLATION OF BOTTOMS, RUN #11
2000 o.c. charge Temperature,----degrees o.
Temp. e.c. over Temp. 0.0. over
85 10 11.9 269
93 19 120.5 283
99.5 35 122 300
102.5 50 122 323
105 '10 123 348
10'1 94 124.5 388
108.5 120 125.5 403
108.5 130 125.5 431
108 140 127.5 459
108 143 128.5 489
109 150 129 518
110.5 16'1 130 541
.113 185 130 558
1.J.5.5 200 J.3~ 5'15
117.5 232 131 600
118.5 250
TRUE DISTILLATION OF 'BOTTOMS, RUN #12
2000 c.o. charge Tamperaturest----degrees c.
Temp .• c.c. over Temp. e.o. over
97 45 121 290
98 55 121.5 297
98.5 85 123 300
101 95 124 330
103.5 102 124.5 335
107 118 125.5 359
107 128 125 393
,109 135 129 402
106.5 139 129.5 421
108.5 145 132 455
109.5 150 132 479
113.5 165 131 492
114.5 182 13'1 530
115.5 19'1 137 557
118 228 137.5 585
119 240 137.5 600
120.5 259 139 616
120 2'12 139.5 62'1
120
..281 141 650
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS,--RUN #13
2000 o.e. oharge Temperature,--degrees c.
Temp. e.o.over Temp. 0.0. over
9'1 33 J.22 243
102 50 122 255
103 62 124 280
106 69 124.5 293
108 84 125.5 311
108 90 124 32'1
109 91 124.5 335
111 109 125 344
112.5 136 126 350
116 150 128 385
117 171 130 450
117.5 18'1 130 466
119 200 130.5 482
120.5 " 223 152.5 500
121 236 132 513
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS, RUN #14
2000 c.c. cha.rge Temperature,---degrees c.
Temp. e.c. over Temp. o.c. over
32 0 102.5 322
40 21 103 333
45 34 101.5 342
54 50 103.5 363
57 64 104 373
61 81 105.5 385
64 90 105.5 392
69 105 106.5 408
72 118 108/5 415
'17 13'1 110.5 429
79 145 114 450
82 157 117 474
86 1'11 118 482
89 182 118.5 494
91 193 119.5 508
93.5 208 120 521
95 225 121.5 '530
95 240 122.5 550
98 258 123 564
100 280 124 57'1
100 293 124.5 587
100.5 305 125 600
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS. RUN # 14 Cont.
Temp. 0.0. over
126 622
127 634
127 645
127.5 650
127 662
129 690
131.5 '117
132.5 '132
133.5 750
135 768
135.5 7'18
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS, __RUN # 15
20000.0. oharge. Temperatures,----degrees c.
Temp. o.o.over Temp. o.o.over
3m 15 65.5 130
36 25 66 135
38 39 66.5 140
39.5 50 6'1.5 150
44 68 68.5 160
47 75 70 175
51 88 71 195
56,5 96 72 200
60 104 73.5 212
62 110 74 215
63.5 115 74 220
64.5 120 75 225
65 125 76 230
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS,_-RUN # 16.
2000o.e.eharge Temperatures,----degrees c.
Temp. e.e.over Temp. o.o.over
36 20 91 250
41 36 93 2'10
43 45 94 285
56 55 95 300
64 '18 96.5 325
68.5 102 97.5 350
71 125 98 365
'14.5 150 98.5 3'15
'16 170 98.5 380
84 196 99 385
89 .228 99.5 390
9.0 238 100 400
TRUE DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS,---RUN # 17.
2000c.a.charge Temperatures,--degrees C.
Temp. e.a.over Temp. a.o.over
52 10 133 650
69 50 137 700
79 100 140.5 750
94.5 150 1.43.5 aoo
98.5 200 145 825
101.5 250 146 875
105.5 300 147 890
111.5 350 147 900
11.6 400 148 918
118.5 450 149 937
124 500 150 950
128 550 153 992
130.5 600 153.5 1000
Engler Distillation of Bottoms
Percent over Temperature
RUll # 1 :fI:2 #3 #4 #5
0 221 20'1 188 208 240
10 256 244 218 240 2'13
20 265 255 231 251 283
30 2S6 265 243 261 291
40 286 2'16 25'1 2'13 300
50 299 289 2l"fl 285 310
60 213 304 288 36J. 321
'10 330 320 307 319 335
80 350 342 328 340 355
90 381 3l"f6 364 3'15 386
9'1 end --- 425 --- 428 434point
9'1.5 432 -___ 418 --- ---
Engler Distillation of Bottoms
Peroent over Temperature
Run #6 '#7 #8 #9
0 260 296 2284 236
10 290 518 504 2'10
20 301 326 310 278
50 308 332 315 286
40 312 338 323 297
50 325 346 330 308
60 334 354 338 319
70 346 368 550 336
80 564 381 367 357
90 390 406 395 388 .
9'1.5 455 446 441 434
ENGLER DISTILLATION OF BOTTOMS
Percent over Temperat u.re F.
RWl,#10 #11 #12 #130 241 230 227 238
10 270 262 266 268
20 278 2'10 2'15 2'18
30 285 2'18 283 285
40 293 28'1 294 295
50 302 296 304 305
60 316 30'1 318 318
'10 330 322 334 335
80 349 341 354 356
90 381 3'15 388 390
9'1.5 43'1 433 436 446
Engler Distillation of Socony Gasoline
Percent over Temperature F.
('\ #1 #2
-:0 123 120
10 1'13 1'10
20 200 198
30 222 222
40 240 242
50 260 259
',160 280 279
70 300 301
80 525 '326
90. 362 364
9'7.5 418 421
8. Bacon and Hamor---ttPetroleum".
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